As a starting point in developing an effective safety guarding policy, a safety guarding assessment is a great tool that will discover potential areas of risk, ensure compliance, and educate stakeholders on proper safety guarding practices and procedures.

GUARDING TECHNICIANS WILL:
- Come to site
- Meet with stakeholders to review the assessment plan
- Assess the equipment for guarding determined by the plan
- Take pictures of equipment that requires guarding as identified in the plan
- Measure areas to ensure a tight and secure fit
- Recommend guarding upgrades based on either MSHA, OSHA or CSA Standards

OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:
- Discovering solutions to reduce unnecessary workplace injuries
- Developing an understanding of the requirements and scope of a tailored guarding project
- Eliminating ineffective guarding systems and ensuring industry compliance
- Increasing productivity

GUARDING ASSESSMENT REPORT INCLUDES:
- Itemized report showing pictures of non-compliant guarding
- Description of guarding deficiencies
- Itemized quote showing cost to supply new guarding
- Risk analysis for each guard quoted

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
- Risk Identification
- Risk Management
- Cost Projections & Breakdown
- Customized Guarding Designs
- Fabrication of Custom Guarding
- On-site Equipment Measurements and Photography
- On-site training for installers/stakeholders